
Get Smart – Don’t Waste Time
On The Love Guru
The advice in the title of my blog post sounds obvious in
retrospect.  Mike Myers‘ new movie The Love Guru did not look
funny, nor did it look like a good movie…  But date night this
week found us in a neighboring town whose movie theater has a
card club – you earn points every time you see a movie and
earn rewards with the points – free popcorn, drinks, candy,
movie tickets.  We were lucky enough to have earned movie
tickets  the  other  day,  and  when  we  realized  this  would
probably be one of the last movies we’d see without a newborn
baby along, we decided to make it a double feature with our
earned tickets.  We had gone to the theater to see Get Smart,
the latest Steve Carell movie.  Since the times lined up well
and we wouldn’t have much time to kill between the movies, we
chose The Love Guru (regrettably) for our second movie.

Get Smart
There is one reason why I would want to see this movie after
never having seen the ’60’s tv show: Steve Carell.  The guy is
a good actor who is always fun to watch, so we couldn’t resist
checking out his latest work.  It wasn’t the best example of
Carell’s talent, but it was exactly what I was expecting, plus
entertaining and amusing.  The fictional gadgetry was clever
and the action was plentiful; there were also some funny jokes
thrown in (Bill Murray‘s cameo is one of the best parts), and
overall it was a good time.  Anne Hathaway was good as Agent
99, but it makes me wonder what the character was like in the
tv show…  And I wonder what else I missed since I’ve never
seen an episode of the tv version of Get Smart?  Maybe I’ll
some across one someday, but for now, the movie wasn’t good
enough to make it a priority.

And because I don’t want to waste any time talking about The
Love Guru, I’m just going to copy and paste someone else’s
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review  from  imdb.com  which  I  think  sums  up  the  movie
perfectly:
R.I.P. Mike Myers Career
I saw this film last night in a advance screening. I can say
without a doubt it is the worst movie I’ve ever seen in the
theater. It is simply a terrible movie. For every joke that’s
funny (which are few) there is about dozen that are not. Then
there’s all the jokes we’ve seen in previous Myers films that
aren’t so funny the 4th time around when they appear in this
flick.  Many  moments  in  this  film  will  having  you  looking
around the theater wondering if anyone else finds this movie
as stupid as you do.
That’s really the bottom line. This movie is stupid. Take
every fear you’ve had watching the trailer, times it by 10 and
you will get an idea of how bad this film is.
By the way, the hockey in this movie will leave any one who
loves the game sick to there stomach. The hockey portrayal
left me in tears. Its brutal ! The film is a HUGE slap in the
face to hockey. Thanks Mike Myers !
On  a  positive  note  though,  Justin  Timberlake  and  Stephen
Colbert are hilarious. The only time i enjoyed the movie at
all was when they were on screen. I never thought in a million
years  I  would  leave  a  movie  saying  ”  Thank  God  Justin
Timberlake  was  is  it.”
In short : this movie is terrible ! Don’t believe me ? Then
throw your money away and see for yourself.

HAHAHA – I especially like the part in the review, “I never
thought in a million years I would leave a movie saying, Thank
God Justin Timberlake was in it.”  So true…
At least we got in for free, though the movie was so bad, it
was almost a waste of reward points!  But it was a short movie
and any time together for husband and wife away from the kids
is priceless by itself, so I can’t say it was a total waste –
but seriously, don’t see it! � 
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